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Ecology’s New Interim
Pharmaceutical Waste Policy
I

n preparation for the finalization of the
U. S. EPA’s final Hazardous Pharmaceutical Waste Part P Rule in early 2018,
Ecology has updated its 2008 Interim Enforcement Policy: Pharmaceutical Waste
Management in Health Care (IEP). The
new policy, unveiled during a statewide
webinar on Thursday, November 10, 2016,
is entitled the Interim Pharmaceutical
Waste Policy (IPWP). The old IEP is no
longer in effect. After the EPA finalizes
its Part P Rule, Ecology will finalize its
own WAC 173-303-555 and the IPWP
will expire.
Although the IPWP is an optional policy,
most healthcare facilities and retail pharmacies will comply with it. The IPWP
introduces a number of changes that will
impact every healthcare facility and retail
pharmacy in Washington. Specifically,
facilities that comply with the IPWP


Cannot sewer any waste pharmaceutical, including partial doses of controlled substances, even if the facility
has written authorization from a local
wastewater treatment facility;



Can use onsite, canister-type pharmaceutical waste sequestration systems
such as RxDestroyer™ and Cactus
SmartSink™ for unwanted controlled
substances without having to log,
count and report according to Treatment by Generator requirements.
However, if staff put non-controlled

substance pharmaceutical waste into
these systems, then the allowance is
revoked and the facility must manage these canister-type systems according to all Treatment by Generator requirements;


Must incinerate all pharmaceutical
waste, including canister-type controlled substance system containers;



Must develop a Pharmaceutical
Waste Profile and notify Ecology,
even the smallest clinics and retail
pharmacies;



Can dispose of empty original manufacturer pharmaceutical containers
that hold less than 1 liter or 1,000
pills in solid waste or recycling,
provided the container is rendered
unusable; i.e., glass is smashed or
plastic is cut up with garden shears
(containers larger than 1 liter or
1,000 pills, or which are not cut up
or smashed, empty or not, must be
managed as dangerous pharmaceutical waste);



Must retain reverse distributor invoices that verify the healthcare
facility received financial credit for
pharmaceuticals sent back;



Must segregate pharmaceutical
waste that does not meet Land Disposal Restrictions (LDRs) for incin(Continued on page 3)
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Managing Pharmaceutical Waste at Nursing
Homes under EPA’s New Part P Rule

M

anaging pharmaceutical waste at a longterm care facility, assisted
living or nursing home, particularly patient meds after
death, is a tricky business.
Some of these meds may be
controlled substances. What
is appropriate management
now and how will it change
under EPA’s proposed Part
P Hazardous Pharmaceutical
Waste rule?
Long-term care, assisted living and nursing home facilities
are
considered
healthcare facilities nationwide; they are not private
residences. Their pharmaceutical waste is considered
dangerous waste in Washington, regardless of its
origin (the facility’s pharmacy, samples or a patient’s
medications), but in most
states most pharmaceutical
waste is considered trash—
the exceptions are RCRA
hazardous and DEA controlled substance pharmaceutical waste. In Washington nearly all pharmaceutical
waste must be managed according to Washington’s
Dangerous Waste Regulations.
These facilities are generally
Small Quantity Generators
of dangerous waste (the exception might be public care
facilities like state mental
health hospitals); in states
other than Washington the

sessment, possible credit, and
destruction on non-creditable
items.
DEA allows comingling controlled substances with non-controlled substances, so this system could
be used for all patient meds
[21 CFR § 1317.65, 1317.70,
Patient medications that are
1317.75].
controlled substances are
legally “out of the system”
Hazardous Materials:
once they are dispensed
Do You Know What
and no longer subject to
DEA destruction-beyondYou’ve Got and
recovery
regulations.
Where it is?
However, DEA would very
aving an inventory of
much appreciate that facilithe hazardous materials
ties manage control substance waste in a manner in your facility can assist you
that minimizes abuse or in complying with both
Washington Labor & Indusdiversion.
tries and the Joint CommisIf a community has a mu- sion requirements. But first
nicipal incinerator or the you have to know what
police department manages you’ve got, how much you’ve
a drug take-back program, got, where it’s located, and
a long-term care facility what hazards are associated
could use either as an ap- with your products.
propriate disposal practice.
For example, eye wash staUnfortunately, few comtions and showers must be
munities these days have
located near where corrosive
either a local incinerator or
and irritant products are
law enforcement drug takestored. Do you know which
back program available.
products in use at your faciliAn avenue for disposal of ty are even corrosive or irriDo they represent
patient meds by a long- tants?
term care facility might be splash hazards?
a reverse distributor’s mailin program. Some reverse A Hazardous Material Invendistributors have programs tory (HMI) shows you what
that will provide the facility hazardous materials you have
with proper documentation and where they are. Contact
and a shipping label. Box P. W. Grosser Consulting if
it, label it, and send it to the your facility could use an
reverse distributor for as- HMI to manage hazmats.
proper term is Conditionally Exempt Small Quantity
Generators (CESQGs) of
hazardous waste. SQGs
and CESQGs will not be
subject to EPA’s proposed
Part P rule.
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eration; i.e., arsenic trioxide, thimerosal vaccines,
and possibly silver nitrate. These latter must
be sent to a Treatment,
Storage
&
Disposal
(TSD) facility;

Some of these new provisions are a direct result of
the EPA’s proposed Part P
rule and were not Ecology’s idea. The IPWP is
also an optional policy, not
a rule.

Must manage their pharmaceutical waste as Regulated Generators, even if
their dangerous waste
totals qualify them as
Small Quantity Generators. Thus, even small
clinics may not transport
their
pharmaceutical
waste to a primary Regulated Generator hospital
for co-mingling and management;

Should your facility abide
by the new IPWP? If



Must manage all chemotherapy drug containers
as dangerous pharmaceutical waste, even if empty;



Must manage all IV bags
and tubing that contained
pharmaceuticals as dangerous waste (does not
include sugar or saline
only solutions) as they
cannot be rendered empty
by normal means;



Can continue to use blue
container systems to comingle sharps and nonhazardous pharmaceutical
waste; and



May co-mingle used nicotine patches and fullydepressed-plunger
epinephrine
syringes—
normally P-listed EHW—
with other pharmaceutical
waste and manage as dangerous
pharmaceutical



Most Washington healthcare facilities and pharmacies will choose to adopt
the IPWP. Most, if not all,
of these provisions will
become state law by late
2018 in any case; the IPWP
allows facilities to prepare
for these changes. Like the
IEP, the IPWP eliminates
the most onerous provisions of the Dangerous
Waste Regulations for generators of pharmaceutical
waste.

Your facility is a small
clinic or retail pharmacy associated with a
Regulated Generator
hospital that will ac- The IPWP took effect on
cept your pharmaceuti- November 10, 2016, altcal waste; and
hough Ecology has expressed an awareness that
 Your facility generates
less than 220 lbs of all facilities will require some
dangerous waste per time to adjust to its provisions. The old IEP is no
month; and
longer in effect, although
 Your facility has writ- the Conditional Exclusion
ten authorization from Rule for Washington State
a local wastewater only, non-hazardous phartreatment facility to maceutical waste is still in
sewer unwanted con- effect.
trolled substances; or
Some healthcare facilities
 Your facility already will have to develop a
uses or will use an on- Pharmaceutical Waste Prosite canister-type se- file (PWP) to comply with
questration system for the IPWP because they had
unwanted controlled not already done so under
substance waste; and
the IEP. If you need assis Your facility does not tance in developing a PWP,
generate any P-listed contact us at P. W. Grosser
waste; i.e., epi syringes Consulting. We’ve worked
or ampoules, nicotine with numerous hospitals
patches or warfarin and clinics in the past 8
years in developing comtablets,
pliant PWPs and notificathen you might consider tions for submittal to Ecolnot managing your phar- ogy.
maceutical waste according
to the Interim Pharmaceuti- If your existing PWP is
cal Waste Policy but rather more than 3 years old, it
use the Dangerous Waste should also be updated.
We can assist your update.
Regulations.
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ospital Waste is published quarterly for hospital, clinical
and medical laboratory waste and hazardous material man-

agers to assist them in managing these materials.
You can download past issues (since the Summer
of 1999) of Hospital Waste from our website
17629 NE 138th Street
Redmond,
Washington 98052-1226

http://www.hospitalwastemgmt.com. There is a
searchable index of articles at the website and all
issues are downloadable as portable document
format (.pdf) files.

Phone: 425-883-0405
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E-mail: ajones@pwgrosser.com

If you wish to receive this free quarterly newsletter, please notify us by
telephone, fax or e-mail (contact information is shown adjacent). You
will receive the newsletter as an e-mail on your smartphone and a hyperlink to a .pdf file on our website that you can download.
This newsletter is copyrighted by P. W. Grosser Consulting, but re-
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prints are encouraged with acknowledgement to Alan B. Jones, PhD.
Feel free to forward this newsletter to colleagues who may find the
information useful.
While every effort was made during the development of this newsletter
to insure accuracy, we make no warranties or certifications. We encourage you to contact P. W. Grosser Consulting or Alan B. Jones for
further information about any topic mentioned in the newsletter. If
you wish to no longer receive this newsletter, please let us know and
we’ll remove your name from the subscriber list. Subscriber names
and e-mail addresses are not given or sold to anyone.

EPA Reports ULSD is Causing Moderate to Severe Corrosion in USTs

A

July 2016 report by the U.S.
EPA reveals that Ultra-Low
Sulfur Diesel—which often contains ethanol contamination from
gasoline delivered by the same
trucks—may be causing moderate
to severe corrosion in Underground
Storage Tank (UST) metal components.
The corrosion is appearing in the
upper vapor space of UST systems
and may affect as many as 83% of

A common point of corrosion in
many cases was the submersible
turbine pump (STP) shaft, which
was severely corroded, but other
The EPA suspects that microbial components also routinely suffered.
growth in the diesel is fostered by USTs were studied across the Unitethanol. Microbes such as Acetobac- ed States from New York to Califorter can metabolize ethanol to produce nia.
low molecular weight organic acids,
such as acetic and formic acids. This For more information see: https://
acetic acid may be responsible for the www.epa.gov/ust/alternative-fuelsobserved Microbiologically Influ- and-underground-storage-tanksusts#tab-5
enced Corrosion (MIC).
all USTs. Both fiberglass- and steelwalled tanks were investigated in the
study of 42 USTs.

